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Whether ‘say on climate’ becomes more commonplace will depend on how companies take the initiative to report emissions and plan to reduce them ...
Can investors take inspiration from say-on-pay votes to hold companies accountable on climate action?
Naomi Osaka, the second-ranked woman in tennis, withdrew from the French Open, citing concerns for her mental health. “The truth is that I have suffered long bouts of depression since the US Open in ...
Commentary: Anxiety, depression, Naomi Osaka and Me
The recent tragedy of the collapse of a condominium building in Surfside, Florida, will surely produce a large number of proposals in the 2022 legislative session designed to prevent similar incidents ...
Surfside condo tragedy will surely spur new Md. legislation in 2022, but first we must convene a study group | COMMENTARY
Today we'll talk about how to write the classic New York Times column, using Thomas Edsall's recent "Trumpism Without Borders" as our example. It must have taken him about 40 ...
COMMENTARY: Why are racists so angry?
Wages could not keep up, and the standard of living of many plummeted ... It sells IOUs (bonds and other types of securities). $1 for 3 months to support local journalism When the Fed buys ...
COMMENTARY: Higher interest rates is antidote to inflation
The Communist Party of China turned 100 years old on July 1. A century is a major benchmark, clearly even for communists.
Commentary from Art Cyr: China’s Communist Party celebrates 100 Years
The West Coast had a homelessness crisis even before the pandemic. Now it’s worse. Fortunately, the solution is already well-established: Just give homeless people a place to live. Republican Presiden ...
Commentary: Just give the homeless a home -- it worked before
Much has been debated about the victories and failures of America’s battle with COVID-19. However, all agree the pandemic taught our healthcare system a lot about fighting a highly contagious, ...
GUEST COMMENTARY: Let’s use COVID’s lessons to end HIV
Ben Franklin may have been right that “nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes,” but we hate preparing for both.
GUEST COMMENTARY: Holy Cow! History: Wild last wills of the rich and famous
The real innovation we need is not a business plan for space tourism, writes Abby Maxman, it is a fair tax system to curb inequality and invest in the health, safety and education of people on Earth.
Billionaires In Space Are Costing Lives On Earth
BP released its annual “Statistical Review of World Energy” (70th edition) yesterday with updated global energy data for 2020. Here are some of the report’s highlights for 2020: 1. Primary energy ...
Some charts and commentary based on BP’s annual report on world energy statistics
When Congress passed the Federal COVID Relief Bill in December, they created the nation’s newest national park along with it. Southern West Virginia’s New River Gorge National Park and Preserve ...
Emily Hilliard: Newest national park should engage living local culture
Much has been debated about the victories and failures of America’s battle with COVID-19. However, all agree the pandemic taught our health care system a lot about fighting a highly ...
COMMENTARY: Use COVID lessons vs. HIV
Spotify (NYSE:SPOT) delivered remarkable progress in the first half of 2021 that turbocharged the platform's value proposition ...
JDP Capital Management 1H21 Commentary
Thursday’s vote could allow UC campuses to raise tuition every year, indefinitely — despite receiving extra state cash.
UC Tuition Hike: Regents To Vote On ‘Forever' Increase
But the heat here hardly compared to the recent temperatures in the Pacific Northwest. While it was hot here at the end of June, it was worse in Seattle. A city that used to have summer temperatures ...
Hot? Better get used to it: Unless we act on climate change, temperatures will continue to climb | COMMENTARY
Amazon Studios’ “Making the Cut” returns July 16 with a fresh crop of 10 designers, another $1 million prize and two new judges — Moschino designer Jeremy Scott and ...
Jeremy Scott and Winnie Harlow Don’t Sugarcoat on ‘Making the Cut’ Season 2
The bill allows city councils and boards of supervisors to override voter-adopted initiative measures in exchange for higher-density housing, setting a troubling standard that could eventually render ...
Guest Commentary: Senate Bill 10 threatens California’s initiative process
Connections are everything. They have long been the subject of sonnets, stories and memoirs of salvation. Now, imagine being young and without a safe and reliable space to connect to ...
Commentary: Libraries are the foundations of SC communities. Invest in them.
Rick Rubin is a shrewd guide on this two-person journey through the musician’s most pivotal works, from The Beatles and beyond.
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